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                DENTAFORM
              

              

              The orthodontic 3D printer with ridiculously high throughput.
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                IT’S NOT THE SIZE OF THE PRINTER, IT’S WHAT YOU CAN PUT THROUGH IT.
              

              
              High throughput: you've either got it or you don’t. Dentaform’s got it in spades. It prints more aligner models per hour than any other printer in its category—we’re talking up to 10 every 22 minutes. That’s enough to handle an entire aligner case over lunch.
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                POWERED BY 
 MSLA TECHNOLOGY
              

              

              Thanks to its large build platform and Structo's proprietary Mask Stereolithography (MSLA) technology, each DentaForm printer can print hundreds of orthodontic models per day.
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                3SHAPE CLEAR ALIGNERS ENTERPRISE
              

              

              3Shape Clear Aligner Enterprise solution enables you to create a scalable and flexible digital clear aligner workflow that suits your business goals. A comprehensive software solution for designing clear aligners, with quick turnaround times and enhanced patient experience.
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      DentaForm’s high throughput won’t just build you hundreds of models – 
it’ll also help build your business.
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            WATCH VIDEO
          

          
        

        
        
        
          Direct To Consumer Aligners

          
          
            Structo has teamed up with Zenyum, to make clear aligners more accessible to the rising middle class of Asia. Watch as Zenyum Co-founder and CEO, Julian Artope explains why he decided to launch this product at such an opportune time.
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            WATCH VIDEO
          

          
        

        
        
        
          Orthodontist

          
          
            Dr. Eric Wu of Palo Alto, California shares how he delivers #SameDayAligners to his patients. Pairing a Structo DentaForm and uLab Systems' treatment planning and automated aligner contouring device, his approach towards his cases has since completely changed.
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            WATCH VIDEO
          

          
        

        
        
        
          Direct To Consumer Aligners

          
          
            Starting their journey with smaller desktop 3D printers, bestsmile needed to scale their production as they saw an increase in demand. We took a look at their workflow and optimised each touchpoint leading to lower manufacturing costs - Making locally Swiss-made aligners for the masses a reality.
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            WATCH VIDEO
          

          
        

        
        
        
          Orthodontic Lab

          
          
            Moving from polyjet 3D printing technology to Structo's MSLA, Donal Inman explains how his digital department has completely changed the way it runs its prints to keep feeding orthodontic models to the appliance department all day long.
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      Technical Specifications

    

    
      		METRIC	IMPERIAL
	Printing Technology	MSLA	
	Platform Size	200 x 150 x 100 mm	7.8 x 5.9 x 3.9 in
	Footprint	475 x 475 x 852 mm	1.5 x 1.5 x 2.7 ft
	Weight	80 kg	176 lbs
	Printing Accuracy	150 microns	
	Z-direction Layer Thickness	50 microns	
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